
Hello! My name is Aana Blaszka and I am currently in my sophomore year here at Utica 

College. I am from New Hampshire and in my free time I like to go the beach and hanging out 

with my friends.  I am a Psychology major with a minor in Criminal Justice.  As for the future, I 

am not exactly sure what I want to do in the field yet, however I passionate about Psychology 

and I am excited to continue to learn more about it. I tutor PSY 101, 202, and 211 as well as 

CRJ 103. I enjoy tutoring because I like to assist my fellow peers in learning more about 

different topics and as well to learn more about it myself in the process. I am currently on the UC 

women’s lacrosse team and I am exploring some of the clubs Utica has to offer!

Hello! My name is Alexandra Lumley and I am currently in my sophomore year here at Utica 

College. I am majoring in Neuroscience with a minor in Chemistry. My goal upon graduation, is 

to attend graduate school to do research involving the brain. I enjoy tutoring because I love 

assisting my fellow peers in learning how to learn, while emphasizing the important role mental 

health plays in studying as well as being kind to yourself is crucial. Some of the courses I 

currently tutor are CHE 211, BIO 211/212, and PSY 211. I’m a member of the Asa Gray 

Biological Society and the National Society of Leadership and Success on campus. In my free 

time, I like to crochet, paint, knit and read.



Hello! My name is Anabella Rossi and I’m a senior at Utica College. I’m majoring in English, 

and double minoring in Creative Writing and Theatre. I fell in love with writing when I was 

twelve and decided at that moment that I would dedicate my life to it. Over time, I learned that I 

also loved helping other writers and students learn how to perfect their own writing, whether it 

be creative or academic works. I currently tutor ENG 101, ENG 102, ENG 307, and ENG 

308. I’m the new president of Utica College’s Literature Society and an editor for the 

Ampersand, the on-campus literary magazine. While off campus, I work at a local yoga studio, 

and in my free time I enjoy reading, writing, hiking, and avoiding my very mean cat.

Hi. My name is Jake O'Connor. I am a senior at Utica College. My majors are Childhood 

Education, Special Education, and English. I tutor ENG 101, ENG 102, ANT 205, and any other 

writing needs. A little bit about me is that I love traveling and being adventurous. In the fall of 

2021, I spent a semester abroad in Ireland, and I visited countries all throughout Europe. Don't 

hesitate to come talk to me at the learning commons in the library. I will always help! 



Hello! My name is Carissa Andrews and I am currently a junior here at UC. I am a double 

majoring in both Psychology Child-Life and Early Childhood/Childhood Education in 

preparation to become an elementary school teacher. I enjoy tutoring because I am incredibly 

passionate about education and helping others, not only to learn, but to strive for excellence. I 

tutor ENG 101 & 102 , EDU 201, 215, 30, PCL 214, and MAT 112. When I am not working 

as a tutor, I have teaching job at a local nursery school which I work at on Mondays and 

Wednesdays. In my free time, I enjoy attending the UC Bible Study group, called University 

Church, as well as attending school events. I also enjoy reading and painting, as well as camping 

during the summer months. I am looking forward to working with you, and I hope we can learn 

something from one another. Have a great semester!

Hi! I'm Caleb Mayer and I am a second year Doctor of Physical Therapy student. I am also the 

Graduate Assistant for the Learning Commons.  I tutor for the same reason that I want to be a 

physical therapist: I want to help people (cliché I know, but I really do enjoy helping others 

improve whether that’s physically or in a specific subject).  I tutor BIO 101 and 102, Gross 

Anatomy, and most Math courses. In my free time, I love to snowboard, mountain bike, and 

do Crossfit!  At UC I am the president of the PT Society, and I volunteer at the Utica R.I.S.E Pro 

Bono clinic, which is not affiliated with UC but allows UC DPT students to give back to the 

community by helping provide rehab services to those who need them.  



Hello! My name is Drew Baker and I am currently a second year PT graduate 

student here at UC. I have been tutoring for nearly 5 years at Utica College and I 

really enjoy tutoring. One of the things I love about tutoring is assisting students in 

reaching their academic goals while finding some tips and tricks to make course 

material easier to understand. Currently, I tutor BIO 101, BIO 102, PHY 151, 

PHY 152, ENG 101 & 102, as well as variety of other courses geared towards 

Health Studies. During my free time ,I really enjoy photography, crafting, and 

spending time outdoors. I look forward to seeing some familiar faces this 

semester, as well as helping new students reach their greatest potential. 

Hello! My name is Eliza Ericson and I am in my junior year, here at Utica 

College. I am majoring in Health Studies and currently in the PT program, while 

minoring in Healthcare Ethics. The subjects I tutor are ENG 101 & 102, PSY 

211, PSY 372, HIS 127, BIO 214, CHE 211, & PHI 305. I, myself ,took 

advantage of peer tutoring over the past 2 years and I found it to be very helpful! I 

really encourage my fellow peers to utilize this awesome resource! I am currently 

on the women's soccer team and hoping to have a successful season! I am also in 

The National Society of Leadership and Success, as well as a member of the 

Health Studies Student Society. In my free time, I love to bake, spend time with 

friends and ski! 



Hello! My name is Elizabeth Elow, and I am in my junior year here at UC. I am majoring in 

Nutrition with a minor in Creative Writing. My goal upon graduation, is to get a job in 

healthcare, preferably at St. Luke’s Hospital as a Registered Dietitian. I currently tutor BIO 

101, BIO 102, BIO 131,HIS 165, CMM 101, PHI 108, ENG 101, 102, and 147. I enjoy 

tutoring because it gives me the opportunity to encourage and assist my fellow peers in grasping 

concepts as well as to become excited about learning. I am currently the President of the 

Nutrition Club on campus, where our main goal is to reach the UC community with solid 

nutrition based information. In my free time, I enjoy play with my dog ,Rosie, hiking, reading 

and hanging out with friends. I look forward to meeting you and assisting you in achieving your 
goals! 

Hi! my name is Gladys Leitch, and I am a junior here at UC. My major is Biology with plans of 

working in a Genetics lab. I like  tutoring because I enjoy building up other people's confidence 

and sharing the joy that comes with improvement and learning. Some of the courses I tutor are 

BIO 105, BIO 211/212, BIO 231/232, and CHE 211. At UC, I am a member of the ASA Grey 

Biological Society and Alphi Phi Omega, a service organization. To wind down after a long day, 

I enjoy running, playing video games, and cooking. I look forward to meeting you and seeing 

what we can achieve together!



Hello! My name is Hayden Lohmann, I am a second-year double majoring in Cybersecurity 

and Computer Science with a minor in Mathematics. My career goal is to work in the private 

sector penetration testing and later teaching higher ed. I got into tutoring by helping friends with 

math and science through high school and ended up enjoying it. The classes I tutor are CSC 

101, CSC 102, CYB 101, CYB 107, CYB 205, MAT 112, MAT 151, MAT 201, MAT 202. I 

am also the president of the Cybersecurity club, the treasurer of the Esports club,  a member of 

the Asian Student Union, as well as a  member of the Anime Club. Aside from clubs I am also 

on the XC/TF and an RA on campus. When I have free time I enjoy hiking, video games, and 

recently got into longboarding.

Hi, my name is Isabelle and I am a junior here at Utica College. I am a physics major and 

chemistry minor.. I enjoyed physics all throughout high school and decided that I want to 

continue to learn more about it.. I am unsure what my plans are after graduating from UC, 

whether it is going to grad school or getting a job within my field. A few courses I currently 

tutor include PHY 261, PHY 262, MAT 201, and MAT 202. I can also help with general study 

skills. I am vice president of the Utica College Honors Association, a member of Alpha Lambda 

Delta and a member of Residential Hall Association. When I am off campus, I enjoy traveling, 

doing martial arts, fencing, and running. I am looking forward to tutoring here at UC and helping 

students reach their academic goals. 



Hi! I am Jasmine Sonia; I am an English Education Major here at UC! I am a 

general writing tutor I can tutor English 101, 102, 246, and 309 as well as 

most other writing-based courses, and love to help people grow and learn. 

Outside of classes and my time here at UC I enjoy doing art and music, as well 

as volunteering and giving back to my community. I look forward to meeting 

and helping you all!

Hi! My name is Eric Holland, and I am a senior here at Utica College. I major 

in Business Management, with a concentration in Marketing. I enjoy tutoring 

because I am given the opportunity to assist individuals in becoming their best 

selves on a personal and academic level. I tutor Business, Math, and Writing 

courses. In my free time, I like to travel, play sports, and hangout with friends 

and family. At Utica College, I play for the Men’s Ice Hockey team. I'm 

looking forward to tutoring my Utica College peers and seeing what we can 

achieve together this semester!



Hello! My name is Mariami. This is my second year as an international student at Utica 

College. I am majoring in Cybersecurity and minoring in Computer Science and Criminal 

Justice. In the future, I would like to have a job where I get a chance to help people, 

contribute to our society and improve myself every day. I recently started working at Utica 

College as a tutor. Some of the courses I currently tutor are CSC 101, CSC 102, CSC 

116, CYB 101, CYB 107, MAT 107, THE 115, THE 300, etc. I enjoy tutoring because I 

love being there for those who need my help and support. Other than studying and 

tutoring, I love being involved on campus and trying new things. During my free time, I 

enjoy doing everything that allows me to express myself. 

Hi! My name is Phuong Nguyen and I’m currently a senior at Utica College. I am 

in my first year of the DPT program. I have been working as a tutor since my 

sophomore year. I tutor because I like sharing my knowledge and helping others. 

Tutoring is also a good way to refresh my memories and strengthen my 

understanding of different subjects. I tutor BIO 101, BIO 102, PHY 141, PHY 

142, PHY 151, and PHY 152 (most of the times I tutor Physics) and I’m adding 

MAT 124 and MAT 151 in the list this semester as well. In my free time, I like to 

listen to lo-fi music, play video games (my favorite ones are Phasmophobia and 

Dead by Daylight), or hang out with my friends on the weekends (unfortunately, 

because of COVID, we’ve only been able to hang out using Discord). I’m looking 

forward to working with everyone this semester. 



Hello, My Name is Thanhnhan Nguyen and I am a second-year cyber security student with a 

specialization in cyber operation and information assurance while also minoring in computer science. 

After college I hope to get a job as a cyber defense analysis, but I’m currently unsure of where I want to 

work. I wanted to get involved in tutoring because it gives me a great opportunity to help others 

understand topics, well also giving me a chance to refresh on the topics that I have taken in the past. 

This is my first semester tutoring and I am tutoring mainly cybersecurity classes such as CYB 107, 

CYB 205, CYB 333, CYB 337, CYB 338, CYB 348, CYB 362, and MAT 147. I am also a member of 

the Cyber Club, Asian Student Union, Anime Club, and Esports club. In my free time I enjoy working 

out, playing guitar, reading books, and hanging out with my friends. 

Hello! My name is Ya Ta Na and I am currently a sophomore, majoring in mathematics with a 

concentration in education, at Utica College. After college, I intend on teaching mathematics at a local 

high school. I enjoy tutoring for the same reason that I’d like to go into teaching. I believe both are very 

rewarding and enriching experiences for both student clients and myself, because we get the chance to 

build and improve our academic skills and self-confidence together. The courses I tutor include CMM 

103, EDU 201, MAT 100, MAT 112, MAT 124, MAT 151, MAT 201, and MAT 202. I have recently 

joined the Asian Student Union here at Utica College and I look forward to being more active on 

campus because of it. In my free time, I enjoy reading, watching movies and tv-shows, and spending 

time with family and friends.



Hi! I’m LJ Nuzzo, I am a senior accounting student here at UC. I also Tutor for the TRiO 

student support services, along with playing soccer and tennis here. I tutor here because I love 

seeing other people succeed and I love being a part of their success. I tutor ACC 201, ACC 202, 

ECN 131, ECN 141, CSC 117, FIN-333, and MGT 101/201. In my free time, I play a lot of 

sports, and also enjoy being outdoors. I am very excited to continue my tutoring with the 

learning commons and hope to allow all of the students I tutor to grow and be successful. 

Hi! My name is Ashley and I am a first-year student. I’m an undecided major with a passion for 

trying new things. Currently, I just tutor SPA 101 but hopefully after this semester I'll be open to 

tutoring more classes. Outside of class, I like spending my free time reading, or watching 

something on Netflix, Youtube, or Disney+. I am also a new member of Fuerza Latina. They 

gave me the opportunity to be more involved on campus and a way to keep in touch with my 

Hispanic culture, allowing me to feel closer to home. I chose to tutor because I want to help 

other students learn my native language and not feel like it's a chore. Im looking forward to 

helping you all and seeing what we can accomplish!


